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INTRODUCTION

Huisman is a globally operating company with extensive

experience in the design and manufacturing of heavy

construction equipment for world’s leading on- and offshore

companies. Founded in 1929 and originally a steel

construction company - Huisman joined forces with

engineering company ITREC in 1987 to develop products

entirely under own management, from concept to installation.

Our product range can be subdivided into six main

categories: Cranes, Pipelay Equipment, Drilling Equipment,

Winches, Vessel Designs and Specials and varies from

stand-alone components to highly engineered integrated

systems. Our production is divided between our production

facilities in The Netherlands, China and the Czech Republic.

The construction of our new production facility in

Santa Catarina, Brazil, has started in 2012. Additional

sales, engineering and service offices are located in

Slovakia, Brazil, Singapore and the USA.

QUALITY

The equipment delivered by Huisman is often the critical main

equipment onboard and its reliability is of utmost importance

to our clients. Delivering high quality products has therefore

been a key company value since the establishment of our

company. As a result, our equipment is internationally known 

for its high quality and reliability during operations. It meets

the most stringent performance criteria and is certified by

recognised authorities such as Lloyd’s, DNV, API, TüV etc.

SERVICE 

A dedicated worldwide operating service team of skilled

professionals is on stand-by to provide advice, training and

service support before, during and after installation and

delivery. Our service network is managed from Huisman

in The Netherlands but our local service offices in

Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), Houston (USA) and Singapore are

on stand-by to provide all service support on location as

well as by remote access. 

 

TRAINING

For training purposes, Huisman Global Services founded the

Huisman Academy in 2011. This Schiedam-based training

facility is used to support Huisman clients in operating and

maintaining the equipment in the most effective and safe way. 

SAFETY, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT

We set a high value on being a responsible company and

therefore always seriously consider the safety, environmental

and health impact of our operations on our stakeholders.
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RELIABLE PARTNER

Due to our strong belief in partnerships with our clients,

our commitment to finding new technical solutions and our

dedication to delivering them as turnkey projects, we are

internationally valued as a solid, reliable partner. Our extensive

track record and the large number of long-lasting client

relationships prove that we deliver state-of-the-art equipment,

fully tested, on time and ready for commercial operation.

TURNKEY DELIVERY

Our in-house design and engineering expertise, in 

combination with our production, testing, commissioning and 

installation facilities, enable us to deliver custom-designed 

equipment on a turnkey basis.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

We are constantly working on new solutions and systems

which we believe add value to the market’s existing

technologies, and which have been implemented into many

of our products. As we have extensive operational experience

with a wide variety of heavy construction equipment, we are

able to use the best solutions for new products and projects.

Our internal disciplines include Mechanical, Structural, Naval,

Hydraulical, Electrical and Software Engineering.

HUISMAN PRODUCTS 

CRANES

DRILLING 

SPECIALS

RENEWABLE ENERGY 

The Huisman equipment has been used extensively in the 

renewable energy market. Especially for the installation of 

offshore wind turbines our cranes have proven their added 

value. These pedestal mounted cranes are very functional 

installing wind turbines from jack-up vessels. In addition, 

the sheerleg Rambiz has proven to fulfill multiple roles, 

installing gravity foundations, jackets and topsides, and even 

installing complete turbines. Furthermore, the Huisman rock 

dumping equipment has been used on various vessels for the 

installation of the scour protection of foundations. 

Besides the offshore wind energy market Huisman designs 

and delivers equipment for drilling geothermal wells. The 

small footprint and ease of transport of our land based drilling 

rig LOC 400 makes it very suitable for use in urban areas. 

Huisman’s dedication to renewable energy is firm, because 

it is recognized as a high potential market. An example of 

a new Huisman design for this market is the Wind Turbine 

Shuttle. A revolutionary concept that is capable of installing 

two complete turbines in very demanding conditions. Also 

Huisman’s current venture into the tidal energy market proves 

that Huisman is seriously exploring the renewable energy 

market. This always in close partnership with our clients to 

design the most optimal equipment.

Left: Deepwater Rock Dumping Unit
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WIND TURBINE INSTALLATION CRANES

Building on the successful operation of the existing Huisman 

cranes for the installation of offshore wind turbines, Huisman 

has introduced a range of cranes tailored to wind turbine 

installation. These cranes are a result of many years of design 

and operational experience and based on the company’s 

drive to design and deliver new solutions that add value to the 

market’s existing technologies. 

Huisman wind turbine installation cranes can be provided for 

application on jack-up units and floating vessels. In addition 

to the standard Huisman crane features like low construction 

weight, small footprint and minor tail swing, additional 

features for this application comprise increased lifting heights, 

small operational minimum radius and possibility to install 

the crane around the jack-up leg, saving valuable deck 

space. Our cranes are provided with full electric or electro-

hydraulic drive system. We have built a solid track record in 

the delivery of cranes to renowned companies active in wind 

turbine installation. With our range of tailored cranes for this 

application, we are able to even better serve this market. 

Huisman cranes can be provided with third party certification, 

including DNV, ABS and Lloyd’s.

Top: 300mt Pedestal Mounted Crane

Bottom: 600mt Pedestal Mounted Crane
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FEATURES WIND TURBINE INSTALLATION CRANES

• Lifting capacities up to 1,500mt

• Low construction weight

• Minor tail swing

• Extensive lifting height

• Small operational minimum radius

• Fully electric drive system

• Crane installed around jack-up (vessel) leg (optional)

The 900mt Offshore Mast Cranes have been used for very 

fast and efficient installation of transition pieces for wind 

turbines. The subsea installation of tidal energy generators 

has also been performed with these cranes.

Top: 600mt Pedestal Mounted Crane

Bottom: 2x900mt Offshore Mast Crane
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Huisman has been designing and building equipment for the 

offshore drilling market for over 15 years. In 2005 Huisman 

introduced its first land drilling rig to the market: the LOC250. 

The LOC250 is a fully containerized drilling rig used for use on 

land. It was soon followed by the LOC400. Currently, a new 

land rig is being developed that will be able to efficiently drill 

multiple wells on one drill site.

SPECIAL FEATURES

• Fully automated tripping

• Casing running tools included

• Rig moves in 2 days

• Very small footprint

• Advanced auto driller

In October 2010 a LOC 400 was used to drill geothermal wells 

in the center of the Hague. The two geothermal wells produce 

enough heat for 4,000 households. The very small footprint 

and excellent mobility make it ideal for use in high density 

urban areas.

Top: LOC 400 automated land drilling unit

Bottom: LOC 400 geothermal drilling in urban area
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In 1995 Huisman designed the sheerleg catamaran Rambiz 

dedicated for a bridge construction project in shallow water. 

When the bridge construction project was finished, a major 

conversion of the Rambiz was performed. The current vessel 

has two A-frames:

• Starboard 2 x 600mt

• Portside 1 x 1,700mt

The heavy lift vessel has been used for the installation of 

gravity based foundations, and has installed a full wind turbine 

in one lift.

To improve the efficiency of offshore wind turbine installation, 

Huisman developed the Wind Turbine Shuttle : a dynamically 

positioned, fast sailing, SWATH-type construction vessel. The 

vessel can carry and install two fully assembled wind turbines. 

By combining low vessel motions, compensating systems 

and an accurate dynamic positioning system, the wind turbine 

is kept stationary in relation to the fixed foundation during 

installation.

SPECIAL FEATURES

• At least 80% workability in annual North Sea conditions

• High transit speed and DP3

• Can transport two fully commissioned wind turbines

• Capable of installing and decommissioning a variety of 

offshore structures

• LNG fuel ready

Top: 3,300mt Heavy Lift Vessel

Bottom: 2 x 1,000mt Wind Turbine Shuttle
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